Product Description
Silhouette Design tower clock with background for indoor and outdoor applications in sizes from 12” to 40’. Features include:

- Available without background see Style 1000.
- Clock consists of raised dial markings (typically aluminum) applied to the background plate.
- Clock movement typically accessed from the rear.
- Front access available where rear access is not possible.
- Shown with Type “WS” hands and Type “AI” dial markings.
- Available with any of our dial markings and hands, or ones of your own design.
- Controller required for operation.

Reference
- Data Sheet 471
- CSI Specification
- Request Info
- Online Information

Style 1100 Clock in our factory
INSTALLATIONS - 1100 SILHOUETTE

Vail Marriot Mountain Resort - CO

Union One Building Lakewood, CO

King Street Station Seattle, WA

Snow's Garden Center Orleans, MA

Theme Park Orlando, FL

Jennings Clock Tower